## Organization Background
Project PLASE provides temporary housing, permanent housing, and supportive services to individuals experiencing homelessness in Baltimore. They run 2 temporary housing facilities and are in the process of converting an old elementary school in Irvington, Baltimore into 56 permanent housing units for homeless veterans and temporary housing for 32 homeless individuals.

## Project Aim
- Keep residents engaged throughout their stay with Project PLASE and connect them to health resources in the community
- Create at least 12 lessons plans formulated with resident input
- Establish a connection with a student group from a school of medicine or nursing to supply volunteer educators
- Host one health education workshop per month at each of the two temporary housing facilities
- Seek funding for demonstration materials and handouts for the workshops

## Scholarly Activities & Outcomes
### Workshops
- 10 workshops held on 5 different topics
- Curriculum created for 19 topics developed with temporary housing resident input
- Workshop evaluation tool created and 96% of workshop attendees found the workshops useful
### Volunteers
- 7 graduate student volunteers
- 2 undergraduate student volunteers
- 1 community volunteer
- Connection formed with 2 student groups
### Funding
- $1,629 in funding secured to purchase demonstration materials, attendance incentives, and storage

## Lessons Learned
- The importance of consistent communication with all stakeholders
- Flexibility in scheduling when coordinating with multiple individuals & groups

## The Year Ahead
- All curriculum created
- Volunteer sign up sheet shared with student groups through September
- Find Workshop Coordinator (grant or SOURCE COP)
- Resources created to assist Workshop Coordinator

## Contact Information
Libby Aldridge
ealdrid3@jhu.edu
Jordan Borkoski
jborkoski@projectplase.org
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